RectorSeal® Introduces the 3-in-1 Lineset Cover Cutter, a
labor-saving device for cutting HVAC lineset covers.
An easy-to-use tool designed to cut air conditioning and refrigeration lineset covers.
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Houston--RectorSeal LLC, a leading manufacturer of quality HVAC/R tools and
accessories, introduces the 3-in-1 Lineset Cover Cutter, an easy-to-use tool designed to
cut air conditioning and refrigeration lineset covers. The 3-in-1 Lineset Cover Cutter cuts
cleanly, and is recommended for lineset cover models: Slimduct® SD-77 2.75”, SD-100
3.75”, and Fortress® LD-92 3.5”.
Equipped with the quick opening mechanism, the 3-in-1 lineset cover cutter is the laborsaving choice for cutting HVAC lineset covers at your desired length to fit the job. The
safety stopper holds the blade at its needed positions without excessive force or
touching the blade. The cutting process is safe, efficient, and cuts more precisely
compared to the traditional methods of sawing or snipping.
Other features of the 3-in-1 lineset cover cutter include:
•

Easy one-touch open/close

•

Ratcheting closure

•

Compact and light-weight

•

Advanced corrosion resistance

•

Safety hook

•

Strong handles

•

Stays in adjustment

•

Highly durable

•

and available from most HVAC wholesale distributors.

For more information on RectorSeal and its HVAC/R, plumbing, firestop and electrical
products, please visit www.rectorseal.com or contact its customer and technical support
departments at 800-231-3345.
Slimduct is a registered trademark of Inaba Denki Sangyo Co.

###
About RectorSeal: The RectorSeal® LLC is a leading manufacturer of chemical and specialty products
designed for professional tradesmen. Steady growth over the years has been maintained through a
commitment to providing high quality products and services. With a diversified business strategy,
RectorSeal aggressively pursues new and unique technologies to serve the plumbing, heating, air
conditioning, electrical and construction industries. RectorSeal is devoted to providing innovative quality
products supported by strong customer and technical service. For more information, visit
www.rectorseal.com, email: marketing@rectorseal.com or call (800) 231-3345.

